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Presentation Notes
It is a pleasure to acknowledge my coauthors. I enjoy working with these talented scientists who are specialiezed in fish of different ecosystems in the NE pac. GOA, west coast of Can, US. I also work with physical oceanographers. We are trying to understand distributional shifts of groundfish in response to climate changes in the whole NE pac. Where do the groundfish go in warm? We have seen many studies reporting that they move northword or deep waters. 



Distributional shifts in different directions 

Pinsky et al. 2013 Science 
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 they closely track  climate velocity—the rate and direction that climate shifts. When fish grow, they change their habitats, e.g. move to deeper waters. However, how this contributes to their spatial shifts we observed remains unknown.  Most studies look at one species as a whole without accounting for the size/age composition. 



• Centroids (centre of fish distribution) by size bin 
(Barbeaux & Hollowed. in review. Nature)  
– Methods: abundance-weighted average 
– Latitude, longitude, depth, temperature 

• Species 
– Walleye pollock 
– Arrowtooth flounder 
– Pacific cod, Petrale sole, Dover sole, Pacific Ocean Perch, 

Yelloweye rockfish 

• The Gulf of Alaska (GOA) 
– Bottom trawl summer survey 

 
 

Ontogeny matters 
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Presentation Notes
B and H in review by nature shows that distributional responses differ across life stages for many species in the Bering Sea. in this study, we use their method abundance weighted avg to est centrods of fish distribution by size bin by species in the whole NE pac. I used aWA to est centroids of lat, long, depth and temperature. This study includes several species. Today, I’m going to focus on results for pollock and arrowtooth in the GOA based on bottom trawl surveys. Pollock can remove freely in the water column whil arrow rely on particular sediment. SO we may expect different responses to temp.



The  bottom trawl survey in the GOA 

• Biennial stratified-random survey 
• 59 strata based on geography, habitat, and depth 
• Temperature at gear 

 

June August 
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Presentation Notes
This shows the stratified-random bottom trawl survey every other year in the GOA. The colour of the dots represents the hauls of different trawlers. The entire gulf is assigned to 59 strata based on geography, habitat and depth. A temperature sensor attached to the gear provides the temp close to the bottom that the fish experienced.  Since, it takes about two months to  survey the whole gulf, the temp increases during the survey from the west to the east, 



The  bottom trawl survey in the GOA 

Selecting consistent data since 1996: 
• The western GOA (wGOA) 
• Strata with depth ≤ 500m 
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Presentation Notes
I selected consistent data since 19996.  Some studies have shown that the W and E GOA are different ecosystems based on water properties to chl to fish abundance and composition. So we focused on wGOA because the W pollock and A flounder are abundant in this region. They occupy waters up to 500m deep so we also constrained our data to a depth of 500m.



Sea bottom temperature 
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Presentation Notes
Based on the tem measured at gear, the largest  temp diff during the study years is less than 2degrees. Relative to the average, red represents warm years and blue represents cold years. In my talk, red always warm, blu cold.



Walleye pollock in the wGOA 
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Pollock can move freely in the watercolumn. It will be exciting how they respond to changes in temp. 



Westward movement: 200, 300 & 400 mm size bins 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers on the top of each figure represent size bins. When looking at Horizontal spatial movement, medium sized fish move to the west in warm years. The mechanism remains unclear. I am working with physical oceanographers to look at whether it is colder in the west. There is also the XX current which moves from east to west, but why have only these three sizes of fish taken a free ride. There might be some other mechanisms involved. Some studies also show more crustaceans in the west. They may pursue food. I’d love to hear your hypotheses and suggestions.



Centroid depth vs centroid temperature 
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Presentation Notes
looking at vertical movement, we have central depth at yaxis vs central temp of fish distribution at x. Due to the gear selectivity, the smallest and largest sizes of fish were not representative. We focus on the rest of size bins. If they had responses to temp, we would expect that they stay in a narrow range of temp by changing their depth. If  no responses to temp, they would stay in a narrow range of depth no matter how the temp changed. This was not the case for small fish. Ther is no clear trend. They expend in both directions. For 300mm and above, they moved to deep waters in some warm years.  



Centroid depth vs centroid temperature 

Depth preference 

Temperature preference 
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looking at vertical movement, we have central depth at yaxis vs central temp of fish distribution at x. Due to the gear selectivity, the smallest and largest sizes of fish were not representative. We focus on the rest of size bins. If they had responses to temp, we would expect that they stay in a narrow range of temp by changing their depth. If  no responses to temp, they would stay in a narrow range of depth no matter how the temp changed. This was not the case for small fish. Ther is no clear trend. They expend in both directions. For 300mm and above, they moved to deep waters in some warm years.  



Pollock centroid depth vs sea bottom temperature 
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They STAYED in a narrow range of depth including the two warmest years. This might indicate their depth preference. However, in some warm years, they moved to deeper waters, indicating their temp pref. so  we need to look at the water temp at different depth, may help explain why different responses in warm years.



NCEP GODAS data 

http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/ 
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Presentation Notes
I use data from UNCEP to look at the temp profile in the GOA. Here I show you  an example.



Temperature anomalies in July 
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On this grid, colors show the anomalies from the baseline of average temp in july from 1980-2015.  pollock stayed within the preferred depth. If you look at the temp profile, in these two years, the temp was quite warm throughout the entire water column. That might explain why pollock stayed within their preferred depth.  pollock could not escape the tem by changing the depth. However in another warm year 2001,the warmest water was intermediate. That was the year when they move the deepest. Just one location.In 2003 and 2015 the water was warmer than average from the surface to about 200m, while in 2005 the surface layer was warmer. They stayed in the same depth layer as in cold years. 



Arrowtooth flounder in the wGOA 
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while arrowtooth requires special sediments to rely on. It may be harder for them to have distributional shifts to temp. 



 
 

  Arrowtooth flounder in the wGOA 
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Unlike pollock, For all sizes of fish, They stayed in the fixed locations no matter cold or warm



Arrowtooth flounder in the wGOA 
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Different size of arrow have different pref.   100-200mm arrowtooth, they stayed in a narrow depth range of 1-00-120m. When they grow they move to deeper waters but no clear responses to temp until 600 size bin, they seem to have temp preference.



Arrowtooth flounder in the wGOA 

Depth preference 

Temperature preference 
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Different size of arrow have different pref.   100-200mm arrowtooth, they stayed in a narrow depth range of 1-00-120m. When they grow they move to deeper waters but no clear responses to temp until 600 size bin, they seem to have temp preference.



Conclusions and discussions 

• Different responses to temperature changes 
by size by species 
 

• The warm water depth range appears to 
influence the vertical distribution of fish 
 

• Standardizing temperature 
 

• Next steps: spatial-temporal modelling 
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Presentation Notes
The warm water in the surface layer, in the intermediate layer, or  throughout the water column  may have different influences on fish distributionIt is also important to define cold/warm year properly. In this study, average tem within each stratum and then use stratum area-weight average to present the annual temp over the wGOA. As I mentioned before the temp increase during the survey process. 



Lingbo Li 
Lingboli.fish@gmail.com 
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Funding from NPRB. Thank many people from DFO and NOAA who participated the long-term survey which makes this project possible.
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